Small Business Saturday tour bus to visit Chocolate Buddha next month in Leigh-on-Sea, Essex

Yoga teacher Kerry Doyland and yoga studio owner Lyn Long, who also design and manufacture the British yoga clothing brand Chocolate Buddha, are proud to announce that the renowned Small Business Saturday tour bus will be visiting them in Leigh-on-Sea next month.

November 9, 2016 (FPRC) --

Chocolate Buddha has been hailed as one of the most innovative and aspirational fitness clothing brands in Britain, and, to celebrate this achievement, the Small Business Saturday tour bus is visiting Church Hill, Leigh-on-Sea to offer up a unique hygge experience to all visitors.

Pulling up at 10am, the Small Business Saturday tour bus will be welcoming visitors to join the ladies at Chocolate Buddha for a mindfulness meditation class – with lots of chocolate!

“We are extremely proud that Chocolate Buddha has been selected to be a part of Small Business Saturday,” says business owner Kerry Doyland.

“Chocolate Buddha is one of just two small businesses chosen from a potential 70,000 registered in Essex alone.

“From 10am until 2pm, we will be welcoming visitors to share a 2-minute-long group mindfulness meditation session. There will also be plenty of sweet treats for those who need an incentive to try something new! The class will be a wonderful opportunity to help our visitors discover just how much more they can get from life - if they have the mind to!”

Those interested in finding out more about this unique event are encouraged to head down to Church Hill on November 16th to celebrate with Chocolate Buddha. Chocolate Buddha will also be gifting free yoga and Pilates classes from the Shambhala Studios to visitors.

Customers and fans of the brand can tweet their support of the company and the overall Small Business Saturday initiative on 3rd of December by using the hashtag #SmallBizSatUK.

Boilerplate:

Chocolate Buddha is a range of butter-soft British-made yoga clothing for the Lycra-shy. Founded by co-owners Lyn Long and Kerry Doyland in 2011, the company designs and manufactures athleisurewear, using natural sustainable fabrics. The clothing is unique in its design, and in the fact that it is the only brand to be wholly produced (woven, knitted, dyed, printed and made) in Britain. Prices start at £28. For more information visit www.chocolatebuddha.co.uk.
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You can read this press release online [here](http://www.chocolatebuddha.co.uk/).